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Hemodynamics: Beyond the Book



What is Hemodynamics?

• Physical principles governing the 

distribution of blood flow and blood 

pressure in the vascular system



Why Hemodynamics?

• Echo started with anatomy 

and function.

• Doppler opened the window 

to blood flow.

• Echo excels at blood flow 

compared to the 

competition.

• Neha knows I love 

understanding blood flow.



Is Hemodynamics Just For CHD?

• It is important in 

all normal and 

abnormal 

circulations.

• Sometimes you 

just need to look 

for it to see the 

impact.



It is All About Physiology: Wiggers Diagram

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:

Wiggers_Diagram.svg

After retiring as professor emeritus in 1953, Wiggers

joined the Frank Bunts Institute of the Cleveland Clinic 

Foundation, taking part in postgraduate training for 

student doctors and in medical and scientific seminars.

RV and LV 

talk to each 

other but do 

their own 

thing

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cleveland_Clinic_Foundation


Pressure, Resistance and Blood Flow

• Pressure/Flow = Resistance

• Increase the flow without changing the 

resistance and the pressure goes up 

(exercise)

• Increase the resistance without 

changing flow and the pressure goes 

up (high blood pressure)

• Increase the resistance without 

changing the pressure and the flow 

goes down (severe AS)



Resistance v Impedance

Resistance (R) is the obstruction to steady 

state flow

Impedance (Z) includes resistance and 

accounts for the extra energy required to 

move blood in a pulsatile manner including 

arterial size, arterial length, distensibility

and wave reflections.



https://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/Demos/superpositi

on/superposition.html#standing

Wave Reflections



Milnor WR  Hemodynamics 1989 p 149, p 226

Pressure and Flow Depends 

on Where You Look



O’Rouke- Curr-Prob-Cardiol-2000



Conservation of Energy

• Pressure is a form of potential energy

• If there is a pressure difference that 

change in pressure must be accounted for 

by another form of energy, usually kinetic 

energy.

• K.E. = ½ mV2

• Other forms of energy play a minor role: 

mechanical, heat, light, sound, nuclear

• The 3 cousins Venturi, Bernoulli and 

Coanda effects are governed by these 

principles.



Bernoulli Effect
• The Bernoulli Equation can 

be considered to be a 
statement of the conservation 
of energy principle 
appropriate for flowing fluids. 
The qualitative behavior that 
is usually labeled with the 
term "Bernoulli effect" is the 
lowering of fluid pressure in 
regions where the flow 
velocity is increased. This 
lowering of pressure in a 
constriction of a flow path 
may seem counterintuitive, 
but seems less so when you 
consider pressure to be 
energy density. In the high 
velocity flow through the 
constriction, kinetic energy 
must increase at the expense 
of pressure energy. 

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/hframe.html



What Would I like you to 

Remember So Far?

• High Pressure to Low Pressure 

increases velocity by v2

• Blood moves toward low resistance or 

impedance

• Blood flow is a combination of forward 

flow and reflected waves

• It is important to break down the 

cardiac cycle into more than just 

diastole and systole



Why Do We Look at Mean Gradients?

• Peak aortic pressure 

is not at the same 

time as the peak LV 

pressure

• Cath measures P-P 

pressure

• Echo measures 

peak instantaneous 

pressure



What Is the Difference Between Cath

and Echo Valve Gradients?

Currie et al J Am Coll Cardiol. 1986 Apr;7(4):800-6



What Is the Difference Between Cath

and Echo Valve Gradients?

Currie et al J Am Coll Cardiol. 1986 Apr;7(4):800-6



Why is Aortic Regurgitation High Velocity?

Why Does it have a pressure half time?

100

50

0

Mild
High Velocity 

and P1/2

Mod Severe
Low Velocity 

and P1/2





Does Retrograde Descending Aortic Flow 

Always Mean Aortic Regurgitation?

Aortic Regurgitation

PDA

Cerebral AVM

AP Window

LV-Aortic Tunnel

Coronary Fistula



TOF Restrictive Physiology PR

Diastolic 

TR

Antegrade

PA flow 

during 

atrial 

systole



TOF free PR



60 year old congenital PS/PR 

intermittent restrictive physiology



Can TR and PR occur at the 

same time?

• It depends on the rate of relaxation of 

the RV.

• Similarly the rate of rise of RV pressure 

may delay the onset of right to left 

shunting across a VSD until late 

systole.



PR

TR

When is systole not systole and 

diastole not diastole?



VSD

• Size, location matters

• Peak velocity is important but it is not 

the only thing you should measure



16 year old with high-frequency systolic 

murmur that ends 1/3 into systole

Diastolic flow  Early Systolic flow



VSD- LV-RV pressure gradient



3 month old S/P COA

Diastolic 

flow

Peak VSD 

flow

Intermittent 

early diastolic 

right to left



TOF Repair with 

equal systolic RV 

and LV pressure





Pulmonary Hypertension -PVR

• High TR velocity does not necessarily 

mean PHT, just RV hypertension

• Pulmonary regurgitation velocity can 

help estimate diastolic PA pressure

• Branch PA waveforms can be a window 

into PVR



When Are Wave Reflections 

Useful?

• Understanding the shape of the arterial 

wave form

• Understanding the shape of the 

Doppler flow pattern in arteries.



Newborn with VSD, PDA, high 

PVR and arch hypoplasia



TR 3.8 m/s



RPA Doppler



LPA Doppler



VSD Color



LVOT/VSD



PDA



PDA Bidirectional color



PDA Color M-mode



PDA CW



29 year old AVC/TOF-Diastolic MR

Onset atrial systole

Onset diastolic 

mitral regurgitation

Onset systolic 

mitral regurgitation

Onset systolic 

aortic flow- end AR

End systolic aortic 

flow- onset AR

End MR- onset MV 

inflow

Diastolic MR occurs in the setting of a relatively long PR, relatively stiff LV 

with associated aortic  regurgitation





Diastolic MR

• 6-year-old with aortic atresia, 

aortiopulmonary window, outlet ventricular 

septal defect, hypoplastic ascending aorta, 

interrupted aortic arch status post 2 

ventricle repair now with severe aortic 

regurgitation









Mid-diastolic MR



Diastolic TR occurs with severe PR and 

typically requires a slower heart rate and 

longer PR to be easily recognized

Diastolic TR occurs 

before the onset of 

systole



Eisenmenger VSD with CHB

Diastolic TR





RV-LV interaction: TOF Free PR

Pulmonary 

Vein 

Doppler



Structurally normal heart with Prominent 

Retrograde A waves in pulmonary vein Doppler



What Would I Like You to Remember?

• Blood flow is complicated but it usually 

plays by the rules.

• There is a wealth of information in the 

Doppler tracings to help understand 

hemodynamics if you look for it.

• The RV and LV can work in different ways

• Systole and Diastole sometimes overlap

• I love wave reflections and diastolic AV 

valve regurgitation

• Sonographers are indispensable team 

members


